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“Find Rocks In Cabin At Spirit Lake.” Portland, Oregon, *Journal*, July 16, 1924, page 1. (Mention of Fred U. Robin: “About 30 years ago [1894] I saw what I believed to be one of the same kind of animals which Marion Smith said his party saw.”).


Kelso, Washington, Kelsoinan, July 16, 1924. (Mention of Marion Smith seeing tracks near their claims prior to 1924).


“Mountain Ape Has Protector. Wife Pleads With Kelso Police. Name is Toad Waterman Horse.” Portland, Oregon, Telegram, July 1924.

“Mountain Devil Claim Reiterated.” Portland, Oregon, Telegram, July 1924.

“Mountain Devils Possible, He Says.” Portland, Oregon, Oregonian, July 18, 1924. (“He” is a reference to Glenn Ranck, local historian and author to several books).

“‘Mountain Devils’ Story Imagined, Says Expert.” Portland, Oregon, Oregonian, July 18, 1924. (“Expert” mentioned is Major Lee Morehouse).


Paducah, Kentucky, *Sun Democrat*, July 17, 1924, page 1. (Article has no title).
Portland, Oregon, *Oregonian*, July 20, 1924. (Image of “‘Big Bill’ Knapp is guise of Hairy Apes of Spirit Lake…”).


Portland, Oregon, *Oregonian*, July 30, 1924. (Cartoon about “ape hunters.”).


Portland, Oregon, *Telegram*, July 16, 1924. (Cartoon about the “Ape-Man.”).


“Speaking Of Those Hairy Apes of Spirit Lake.” (Cartoon, no newspaper source but presumed to be Washington state). 1924.


“Y.M.C.A. Boys Stage Hike.” Portland, Oregon, *Oregonian*, July 13, 1924.